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How to beat riddle school 5 wikihow

Puzzle School 5 Game of a Ultimate Puzzle School Series... The game summary is as follows: Phil rises from a dream and survives his room, getting a huge hallway with the aim of saving his friends from a alien spaceship. After he lures into his room and after his network, he enters the room to protect him who says he will have to kill them all to wake them
up after they have taken an escape pod, they are immediately libyaby by the arthaat. The answer to Phil's question after a lot of starts, to ask Diz, and then leaves the room. He explained that his mission was started by The Arthaat, known as Project Vizion. He felt it was his responsibility to decide the fate of every planet, he gave his minions a chance to
prove that it was not able to prove. He stopped a local time and set the puzzle outside the elementary school, which was dynamic when he left school soon. The convincing, arthath ordered them to use their powers against destroying the earth with a plan to kidnap Phil and his friends. Diz then went as far as he went to change the mind of the chew that he
had the only way to wake up from his dream. He goes further and tells Phil that phil will know the earth's plan for the earth that he sent by him and that he sent him a frozen Ray who would rule the earth with the help of Jack's frozen gene. But The earth comes back soon after he finishes the talk, and locked it outside the control room. After a brief realization,
he enters the lava to see the sobmargas and the earth and another in his ship. Phil and his friends are left with the frozen Ray to protect the ship from hitting the earth. When it is hit by a monster cracking at it to stop it from being hit, Diz then gets into the control room and frees other children from their cages. The staff have done this lesson together with The
Contemplates and what they have learned in adventure, with the game ending on Phil's dirty lesson, staying at school. If it's your last time playing, I don't recommend reading through it, even if you're running a fast or doing nothing (no). Also, if it's your first time playing, then I definitely hope you're drawing the alien coins on each of the three individual pitch
on the extraction cover. At this point, you should remove three patch and lift them off the ground too. Open the exit and click the arrow to lead out. When you are in the large spa room, click the tile device in the background. --- ' Let me not change all the numbers until you click on the tile 4, 7, 0, and 1 color opposite. Red/blue tile puzzle [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]
[8] [9] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [16] I don't know the fastest way to do this, but here I do, in this order, all red tiles start with: 0 to get Press you 2 4 5 6 8 will work to get it 7, you press-7 this A 4 will not have to get, you can get a 1 to 2 3 4 5 7, you press-3 7 if you get stuck anywhere, you can turn the color from pressing 1 3 5 7 9. If you get 1 and it's behind, press 4 6
7 9. If you get 4 and it's behind, press 1 3 4 6. If you get 7 and it's behind, press 7 9. What makes the tile device change on the statue of the duck search that didn't work already. Press the statue to see the duck on the turn, you are hidden when you stand in the circle on the floor. No, you can't hide everywhere. Go to the green portal, then leave until you reach
the distance of the Blue Hall. Notice-subject #7272. It's just a good detail to keep in mind. Enter the subject room. It seems that Phred is stuck. However, you can't do anything right now. He is protected by a barrier. Pick up the main card on the ground and leave the room. Head into the hall once again and enter the flower room. Do you see trays at the back
table of this era? Take the tray to the table behind this round. Do you see The Dartflowor? Take it ted Dartflow. When you are on it, fill the tray with dirt using it on the clay. You can leave the room now. Go right into the hall once again. Notice-#1831 topic. It's another good detail to keep in mind. Enter the subject room. HM, it seems that the smile is also
sleeping and gets stuck. They can't be helped yet either. Move your mouse to the right side of the wall in the rat room until the mouse reads the message hidden door. Click. You'll get a steak. When the quick coats are finished, leave the room. Leave the Blue Hall and go to the other side of the large spa-search room. Ignore the evil monsters and enter the
Orange Hall, which is in the Square Orange Search Portal. You are already in a room which has a pit of acid room, so go right. The center of life's migration is attraction, but it shouldn't go there yet. Go again. Notice-subject #6553. Keep this detail in mind. Enter the subject room. Which one more space station prison bed can be put in a brannan position in
Jack? Check under Jack's bed and you'll get the fourth screw. Leave the room. Now it's a good idea to move left and life into the station. To turn on the machine, click the power panel under the green arrow. Place four scro in four different round slot of different colors. When they shine, it means the machine is on, so you can get out of the screen. The living
thing is the plant. Put The Dartflow on the right side of the life-support. The dead animal is steak, but the steak will not survive until it is in the dirt. Stack and mix the tray of dirt. Then place the tray on the right side of the dead animal counter. Press the green arrow to transfer the flower life on the stake. Wasn't it fun to give me all the money? Take the live stack
with you now as you leave the room. (You can take it too, I think, but it's totally inefficient Get out of the Orange Hall and go back where your room door is. Open the door by using the key card on the card key scanner in front of the door. When you have a happy subject room, keep the living stack where the point is the shaft. The smell will spread. Leave the
room. Hidden turn with morti. Then you just have to do so that the door with the main card is closed and the door will not go anywhere. Go to the right and enter new inactive doors. If you do all you do, click through the dialogue (unless you're reading it, which is not a bad idea). Click the number pad on the right arm of the chair. Entering 6553 and pressing the
check mark will allow you to enter Jack's dream by entering the right arm of the chair, I mean, I mean, you have to. Entering 1831 and pressing the check mark will allow you to enter the dream of a smile. Entering 7272 and pressing the check mark will allow you to enter Phred's dream. You can go through them in any order. I'm going to the state how I'll beat
them I've just typethemed them. ---#6553 . Puzzle School 2-Jack's dream is because I'm going to copy and post the beginning of my walk-the-thro for Puzzle School 2. In the band room, the room shines four small sermics. Click on them to collect them, for they are really quarter. You'll have $1. For you convenience, Phred is ready to trade you a sassfor for a
dollar. (Phred is your slow-finding friend in front of the music notes on the wall) will blow up the chest, and everyone will be given a sly hand. This part is different: you're trying to kill Jack, which is currently frozen. Click on what you have to do now and break it into a thousand pieces. ---#1831 Puzzle School 3-Smile Dream I'm going to copy and past the start
of my walk-in for Puzzle School 3, because it's done the same way. In the first room, click the ruler to get it. Click twice in the world to spin it. You should see a Pankash island on the world. It's really lost. Take it too. The ruler and the lost unite. Use the right-to-rule/gum-cumbo by Hawaii and you will have a rubber band. Throw the rubber band on the teacher.
He won't talk too much. His glass will be dropped on the floor. This part is different: you're trying to hit the smile. Glass stay on the floor for a reason. Click on it and talk to the smile. They'll go up and look at the glass. Click on it again to kill him. Don't worry, it's not like he's a dagger or he does! Mohaha!!!!! ---#7272 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . You're trying to kill Phred. So , sir , chew . Phred sits on a note about the green soyshirt fit each part of the description of the fill. So now you know you're trying to get to put it on a green soyshirt. Talk to Phred and ask him if he wants to put on your soyshirt. Now we know he's very hot in this room.
Change Click to The Turmoststate In the room. Talk to Phred about the soyshirt, and he'll put it on. After that, Game Play is just like Puzzle School 4 . . . click on anything, and get you to see Phred in hell. --- ..you can save everyone after their dreams have been saved, but it's all more effective to save them and talk to them at once. It doesn't matter what you
order to them until you talk to them all. They'll be in their subject room. When you are asking all your friends to avoid the facility, go up the purple stairs where there are escape pods. Then click the last remaining escape pod. Plot turn. After that, you will be in the very last room which will ever be in a puzzle school game. Start by clicking the code desk thing
with the small red button on it. Click 1 1 time first. Click on the second 1 4 times. Click the third 1 3 times. Click the fourth 1 5 times. Click Fifth 1 2 times. Then take the key and click the red arrow to get out of this screen. Take this tooth-altra-past sitting by yourself next to the random sink. Then click the false area, sink it that looks like a familiar puzzle. Use
the alien coin to make the two-pitch hold down the ton. Take the tonty and click the red arrow to get out of this screen. Now click on it on the tile with a yellow block. --- ,The green tile puzzle [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [1] [9] [16] To get a 7, press you to get a 7-2 6 7 to get a 0, You press-2 6 7, 1 3 5 7 9 to get a 1, press you 3 4 6 to get a 4, you press-3 4 6, 2 7 8
If you get stuck anywhere you can turn it off by pressing the color. If you get 1 and it's behind, press 1 3. If you get 4 and it's behind, press 7 9. If you get 7 and it's behind, press 4 6 7 9. --- . . . that changed on two duck statues in that room. They don't make you hidden at this time. They turn you on the roof. Flip to the left side of the roof. When on the roof,
click on the light screen. The goal is not to meet the pattern directly. This pattern is to meet up and down. You can turn on or off the light by clicking on them. یس وا  سکیا  �ئ�اچ : انآ  رظن  حرط  سا  �و  ںیم ،  رخآ   XOO xoo (X = ںی� فآ  سٹئال   ، O = ںی� وج  سٹئال  .) (They are not hugs and kissing unless you don't want them.) Click the Grey Circle Arrow button to turn
something you can't see yet. Then click the red arrow to get out of this screen. A coffee will shoot and break on the floor of the shit. Click the left button on the wall back to teleport back to the floor. Use the tooth-on-the-extreme past. Now enough shit has united the world's easiest enough shit jigsaw puzzle by dragging the center outline. Combine the tongs
and the enough shit. Use the combo on the lava pool to fill the mess with the lava. Click the right duck statue to stand on the right side of the roof at this time. Use enough dirty tongs filled with lava on the wooden board to burn it. Click the Open Access panel now visible and Locked in. Click outside the open access screen. Then press the button on the right
side of the backup wall so that teleport back to the floor. The last thing you have to click in this last room is to ship in the background. After that, you get over the game, as well as the eternal end of puzzle school! Congratulations! You won! (And has been cheated) by the kaadan that this recent modification was nothing but a dumb P.S.- it was nothing, but
they did some things better, only copyright:) To avoid. It was from this link:
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